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“FROM FAITH TO FAITH”
(Galatians 2:14b-21)

The Defense of the Gospel of Grace…
1) At Jerusalem (Principally). (2:1-10)
2) At Antioch (Practically). (2:11-21)
A. The clash between Peter and Paul. (2:11) and the cause of the controversy. (2:12)
B. The consequence of this hypocrisy. (2:13) and the confrontation by Paul. (2:14)
C. The clarification regarding justification. (2:15-16)
1. The meaning of justification is to ___________________________________
2. The need for justification is true of __________________________ regardless of their birth and
privileges (2:15)
3. The condition for justification. (2:16)
a) stated negatively… “Knowing that a man is not justified by the ____________________________”.
b) stated positively… “but by ________________________________________________.”
c) stated personally… “even we have __________________________________________.”
d) restated positively… “that we might be justified by _____________________________.”
e) restated negatively … “and not by the _______________________________________.”
f) stated dogmatically… “for by the works of the law _________________________________.”
D. The criticism of the Galatian legalizers to justification by faith alone anticipated and answered.
(2:17-19)
1. The right concession: “But if, while we seek to be justified by _____________ we ourselves also are
found __________________

2. The resulting charge: “…is Christ therefore a ________________ of _________?”
-How would He become that?

3. The rebuttal / conclusion: “__________________________!”

4. The first reason for this conclusion: “For if I build again those things which I destroyed, I make myself
a transgressor (of the grace message).”

5. The second reason for this conclusion: “For I ________________ the law ______________ to the
__________ that I might _______________________.”

E. The concept of the progressive sanctification by grace. (2:20)
1. Your position due to justification… “I have been _________________________________.”

2. Your power due to justification… “it is no longer _____ who live, but _____________ lives ______
me.”
3. Your parameters in sanctification… “and the life which I ________ live in the ______________.”
-What 2 limits affect your daily living?

4. Your process in sanctification… “I live _____________________.”

5. Your proper object of faith in sanctification … “in the _________ of God.”

6. Your primary motivation and basis for sanctification… “who _____________ me and _____________
Himself.”

7. Your personal astonishment in sanctification… “for_______.”

F. The conclusion for justification and sanctification by grace. (2:21)

How does all this apply to you?

